Agricultural path detection systems using Canny-edge detection and Hough transform
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ABSTRACT

Navigation is one of the crucial aspects of automation technology within the field of agriculture, such as robotics systems or autonomous agricultural vehicles. Despite many navigation systems having been developed for agricultural land, due to their high development and component costs, these systems are difficult to access for farmers or organizations with limited capital. In this study, the Canny-edge detection and Hough transform methods are implemented in a path detection system on agricultural land to find an alternative, cost-effective navigation system for autonomous farming robots or vehicles. The system is tested on ground-level view images, which are captured from a low perspective and under three different lighting conditions. The testing and experimentation process involves adjusting the parameters of the Canny-edge detection and Hough transform methods for different lighting conditions. Subsequently, an evaluation is conducted using Intersection over Union to obtain the best accuracy results, followed by fine-tuning of the canny-edge detection and Hough transform method parameters. The identified parameters, specifically a 15×15 Gaussian kernel, low threshold of 50, high threshold of 150, Hough threshold, minimum line length of 150, and maximum line gap, have been discerned as optimal for the canny-edge detection and Hough transform algorithms under medium lighting conditions (G=1.0). The observed efficacy of these parameter configurations suggests the method’s viability for implementation in path detection systems for agricultural vehicles or robots. This underscores its potential to deliver reliable performance and navigate seamlessly across diverse lighting scenarios within the agricultural context.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Agriculture is one of the sectors that support economic growth in various countries, such as Japan, the United States, and China. Agriculture plays a crucial role in combating poverty and enhancing a country’s food security. According to the World Bank [1], in 2018, the agricultural industry contributed at least 4% to the global gross domestic product (GDP), and in some less-developed countries, agriculture can contribute more than 25% to the GDP. Various methods are employed to enhance the productivity of the agricultural sector in the face of a growing global population. These include the use of technology-based robots or machines equipped with sensors to detect objects or pathways [2]–[4]. In addition to using sensors for pathway detection in agricultural robots, artificial intelligence technologies like computer vision are also beginning to be used in agriculture, particularly for path planning. Path planning in agricultural technology is used, for example, ground robot navigation systems, which are agricultural robots that operate on land. In
In recent decades, the use of sensors as tools to detect objects in industrial environments has gradually been updated with computer vision technology [5]–[14].

In this study, the Canny-edge detection method was chosen to develop a system capable of identifying pathways in agricultural land. This study was conducted to provide an alternative solution for machines or robots in the agricultural field that require automated navigation processes but have lower specifications and resources [15], [16]. The main goal of this study is to test the edge detection method using the Canny-edge detection algorithm on sample images taken from agricultural pathways or pathways between rows of chili plants with different levels of illumination. This aims to assess the feasibility of the method as a supporting system for identifying pathways in agricultural land.

This study focuses on detecting pathways between rows of chili plants. Testing was carried out on sample images of rows with three different levels of illumination. Low illumination is represented by a gamma value of G=0.1, normal illumination is represented by a gamma value of G=1.0, and bright illumination is represented by a gamma value of G=8.0.

2. METHOD

The experiment process was conducted by testing the Canny-edge detection and Hough transform algorithms as dependent variables on image data with three levels of lighting as independent variables. The dependent variables in this study are the accuracy of the Canny-edge detection and Hough transform algorithms with the parameters used in the implementation process of these methods. The system flow outlined in Figure 1 explains how the system flow works based on the proposed method. Start with the input image, image preprocessing for enhancement, apply Canny edge detection for feature extraction, select a region of interest (ROI), and perform the Hough transform to identify lines or shapes within the ROI. The final processed image, highlighting relevant features, is generated as the output.

![Flowchart of detection method showing system pipeline](image-url)
2.1. Image augmentation

In this data augmentation process, the acquired images are modified by transforming the original images into images with varying brightness. This transformation process uses the gamma method in the OpenCV library. The specified gamma values are G=1.0, G=0.1, and G=8.0. These values are selected to represent three distinct lighting scenarios, encompassing low, moderate, and high levels of illumination, which the system may encounter [17].

Figure 2(a) represents data from plant beds with a gamma value of G=1.0. The gamma value of G=1.0 has no impact on the image’s brightness. In this research, an image with a gamma value of G=1.0 maintains the same brightness as the original image captured during the image data acquisition process. Figure 2(b) is the output of the gamma correction process with a gamma value of G=0.1. Images with G<1 make the lighting in the image darker. This image with a G value of 0.1 is used to simulate the plant bed detection system when the light captured by the camera is in a dark condition. Figure 2(c) is the output of the gamma correction process with a gamma value of G=8.0. Images with G>1 will increase the brightness of the image.

![Image augmentation](a) ![Image augmentation](b) ![Image augmentation](c)

Figure 2. Image augmentation: (a) original image data with a gamma value of G=1.0, (b) image of brightness augmentation results with a gamma value of G=0.1, (c) image of brightness augmentation results with a gamma value of G=8.0

2.2. Grayscale transformation

Grayscale transformation is a crucial step that converts an image from the red-green-blue (RGB) color space to grayscale, as in Figure 3. This conversion is necessary because the Canny-edge algorithm specifically operates on grayscale images. The transformation process fine-tunes the brightness, luminance, and color information in the image by calculating the average value of each pixel [18]. The formula applied for the grayscale transformation in the image data utilized in this study is (1).

\[
G = 0.299 \times R + 0.587 \times G + 0.114 \times B
\]  

(1)

The variables “R,” “G,” and “B” denote values that stand for the colors red (R), green (G), and blue (B) found in a pixel in a digitally stored image. These values span from 0 to 255. The coefficients 0.299, 0.587, and 0.114 serve as representations of the brightness associated with each color.
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Figure 3. The grayscale transformation of the input image with different gamma values

2.3. Gaussian blur

The purpose of the Gaussian blur step is to reduce noise in the image and create smoother lines, ultimately improving the image quality and enhancing the clarity of edges, as in Figure 4. This step is crucial for agricultural path detection systems using Canny-edge detection and Hough ...
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for the subsequent implementation of the Canny-edge algorithm. The Gaussian blur operation achieves this by replacing the pixel intensity values in the image with the average intensity value of those pixels [19].

Figure 4. Sample output image from the Gaussian blur process of the input image, which is the result of grayscale transformation with a gamma value of G=1.0

2.4. Canny-edge

Canny-edge detection is an edge detection algorithm developed by John F. Canny and used to detect the edges of an image that has two or more different colors to produce an edge or boundary line that exists between two colors in one image [18]. In the implementation stage of this algorithm, there is a process called thresholding, which involves categorizing pixels based on their values in the image. In this study, the categories are determined based on predefined threshold values: a low threshold with a value of 50 and a high threshold with a value of 150. The first category is for pixels with gradient matrix values less than 50, which are categorized as non-edge or not an edge, and thus, pixels with values less than 50 are ignored. The second category is for pixels with values between the low threshold and high threshold (50 and 150) are categorized as weak edges. If a pixel falls into this category and is located between two or more strong edges, it will be used as a connector between those pixels within this category. The third category is for pixels with values greater than 150, and they are categorized as strong edges, representing the edges in the image or picture [20]–[22]. Figure 5 is the output image from the implementation process of the Canny algorithm. The image represents edge extraction from the input image with a low threshold value of 50 and a high threshold value of 150, resulting in a clear delineation of edges in the image.

Figure 5. Output or result of edge detection in the image from the implementation process of Canny-edge

2.5. Region of interest

The concept of the ROI is employed to establish the parameters for edge detection. This ensures that the detected area or region within the image is significant and pertinent for identifying pathways within the agricultural landscape [23]. This targeted approach not only optimizes computational resources but also enhances the accuracy of the system by focusing on the areas crucial for path detection. As a result, the system becomes adept at discerning meaningful features within the agricultural context, contributing to its overall precision and reliability in path detection applications.

The coordinates of the ROI are determined by defining values at each corner of the polygon, which are specified as coordinate pairs (x, y). As in Figure 5 coordinates are used to establish the position and shape
of the polygon. For example, the coordinate for the height is (x, y) (0, image height), the line with the yellow dot pattern has coordinate (700, image height), and the blue stripes pattern defines a corner of the polygon with coordinate (1200, image height).

![Figure 6](image)

**Figure 6.** The process of determining the coordinates of the ROI

### 2.6. Hough Transform

Hough transform is a technique in image processing and pattern recognition used to detect straight lines or other geometric shapes in images. This transformation was first proposed by Paul Hough in 1962 to detect straight lines in images. Although it was originally developed to detect lines, Hough transform is applied to images that have previously gone through the edge detection stage and have been limited to the ROI stage. Hough transformation in the process of identifying paths in agricultural land is used to detect lines in fragmented or discontinuous shapes produced by the Canny-edge implementation process [24]–[27]. Hough transform is utilized in the agricultural land pathway identification process to identify lines in fragmented or discontinuous forms. The variables utilized in this procedure consist of the Hough threshold, MaxLineGap, and MaxLineGap [26].

Figure 7 shows that on the right and left sides of the lane, there are red lines. These lines are used as guidelines generated from the implementation of the Hough transform. These lines are used to ensure that the system can continue to detect the lane even if the edge lines are discontinuous.

![Figure 7](image)

**Figure 7.** The results of line detection using the Hough transform

### 3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The model that has been created was tested on augmented image data consisting of three different lighting conditions. Images with three different levels of lighting were tested using the same Canny edge and Hough transform parameters. The parameters used are as follows: low threshold is the lower threshold for the gradient to be considered as an edge; values below the low threshold will be discarded and not considered as edges. The high threshold is the upper threshold for the gradient, and if the gradient value is higher than the specified high threshold, the line is considered a strong edge. The Hough threshold is the detection threshold for the Hough transform used to filter weak and strong lines and points. MinLineLength is the minimum...
length of a line or segment that can be categorized as a line. MaxLineGap is the maximum gap length between one segment and another to determine which segments/lines can be merged.

The general process of testing is similar to the system pipeline shown in Figure 1. The process depicted in Figure 8, begins with data acquisition, followed by image augmentation to produce three different lighting levels representing dark, normal, and bright categories. The augmented images are then subjected to preprocessing steps, including gamma transform, grayscale transform, and Gaussian blur. Next, the implementation and testing of the Canny-edge detection and Hough transform algorithms on images with varying lighting conditions \((G=0.1, G=1.0, G=8.0)\) involves adjusting/fine-tuning parameters such as Low threshold, high threshold, and HoughThreshold; MinLineLength, MaxLineGap to determine the most suitable parameters for each lighting level. Evaluation metrics are then calculated using Intersection over Union (IoU) to measure the accuracy and effectiveness of the algorithms based on the parameter fine-tuning results, as shown in Table 2. The IoU evaluation results are then analyzed and conclusions are drawn.

![Figure 8. Block diagram of algorithm parameter testing](image)

### 3.1. Testing

In the process described in Table 1, the Canny-edge algorithm and the implementation of the Hough transform that has been created and applied to image data with a gamma value of 1.0 are tested in two other lighting scenarios, namely image data with a gamma value of 0.1 and image data with a gamma value of 8.0. Both gamma values represent samples of dark and bright lighting conditions. In this stage, experiments are also conducted by trying various parameter values for the Canny-edge and Hough transform algorithms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gamma Value</th>
<th>Lighting Category</th>
<th>Gaussian Kernel</th>
<th>Canny-edge Parameters</th>
<th>Hough Transforms Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Low Threshold</td>
<td>High Threshold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G=1.0</td>
<td>Normal Light</td>
<td>15x15</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G=0.1</td>
<td>Dark</td>
<td>15x15</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G=8.0</td>
<td>Bright</td>
<td>15x15</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.2. Evaluation

The evaluation process in this research was conducted to determine the most suitable parameter values for the Canny-edge and Hough transform algorithms for each scenario, which involved changes in brightness. The evaluation was performed using the IoU metric to calculate the accuracy of the agricultural lane detection results. The formula used to calculate IoU is as follows.

\[
IoU = \frac{\text{Area of Intersection}}{\text{Area of Union}}
\]

IoU is a common metric used in object detection and segmentation tasks to measure the accuracy of the detected objects with ground truth data. It assesses how similar the detected object’s boundary (intersection) is to the true object’s boundary (union). The results of the evaluation using the IoU metric from the experimental phase of adjusting parameter values in the Canny-edge and Hough transform algorithms during the testing process are presented in Table 2. A higher IoU score indicates better alignment between predicted and actual results. Based on the evaluation results and fine-tuning, it can be concluded that for every change in lighting represented by the gamma value, different Gaussian kernels and parameter settings for the Canny-edge and Hough transform algorithms are required to detect lines more accurately.
4. CONCLUSION

The edge-detection method using the Canny-edge algorithm can be used as an alternative solution for robotics and autonomous vehicles in the field of agriculture that require automatic navigation. The edge-detection method using the Canny-edge algorithm can detect edge lines in images, but the parameters used must be adjusted to the lighting conditions of the input. The Canny-edge algorithm can be applied to both simple and complex image inputs, but it requires appropriate parameter settings based on the lighting conditions.

The results of testing and evaluation with the following method parameters: Gaussian kernel 15×15, low threshold 50, high threshold 150, Hough threshold 150, MinLineLength 150, and MaxLineGap 25 were tested at three levels of lighting with gamma values (G=0.1, G=1.0, G=8.0), resulting in accuracy values of (0.621, 0.0, 0.0) respectively. After fine-tuning, the best parameters were obtained for G=0.1, which are Gaussian kernel 5×5, low threshold 50, high threshold 150, Hough threshold 10, MinLineLength 200, and MaxLineGap 150. For G=8, the optimal parameters were Gaussian kernel 5×5, low threshold 30, high threshold 100, Hough threshold 150, MinLineLength 200, and MaxLineGap 150.

The model’s consistent testing across varied lighting conditions, employing uniform Canny edge and Hough transform parameters, provides a robust evaluation of its adaptability. Notably, the nuanced application of low and high thresholds is critical for effective edge detection in different lighting intensities. Discussion on these parameters, alongside Hough threshold, MinLineLength, and MaxLineGap, yields insights into the model’s precision and recall, emphasizing its robustness across diverse scenarios. This approach facilitates a thorough assessment of the model’s performance and its potential application in diverse real-world settings.
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